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Feature Overview

Universal Consent Platform
User data privacy is a hot topic. In fact, laws like the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) are 
requiring website marketers to disclose data collection practices to users, get express consent before 
collecting and using their data, enable users to easily access and control their data, and let them opt 
out at any time.

Banno is helping proactive financial institutions across the U.S. embrace laws like CCPA as the user 
privacy standard, and leverage it as another opportunity to build trust with their accountholders.

Fast Setup
Forget the notion that this is going to be a huge effort—you can have notices that 
meet CCPA standards on your site in no time without touching a snipper of code.

Customizable Notices
Match notices to your brand and adapt your program to improve consent rates by using 
our consent optimization tool to guide messaging, design, and other adjustments.

Tag Management
Get the full scope of vendors who have access to your website visitors' data via website 
tags—those you know about and those you don't—and shut down unapproved tags with 
a single click.
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Universal Consent Platform 
User data privacy is a hot topic. Laws like the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) are 
requiring website marketers to get transparent about their data collection practices and 
obtain consent. Beyond that, there has to be a clear path for users to change, delete, move, 
and request access to their personal data—and even be able to opt out at any time.

breed trust with transparency
You can turn the spotlight on privacy and consent into an opportunity to inspire trust. Banno is helping 
proactive financial institutions across the U.S. embrace CCPA as the user privacy standard and 
leverage it as another opportunity to build trust with their accountholders.

By being transparent with your website visitors about who has access to their data and for how long, 
what it's being used for, and by providing clear paths to change their preferences or make requests 
regarding their data, you're sending the message that your financial institution can be trusted.

Give users control over their data
The Universal Consent Platform lets website visitors be as broad or specific as they'd like about who 
can collect their data. Whether it's a category of vendors or specific, individual vendors, they can 
grant or deny consent at the level they choose.

Plus, those who have given consent can easily reach out to you and request access to what's 
been collected and learn how to get data erased. And when your marketing team turns on email 
notifications, you can be sure that they're able to manage requests in the required timeframe. 
Remember—the more retention of ownership you give website visitors to their user data, the more 
likely they are to trust you with it.

Keep notices up to date
Because the Universal Consent Platform is powered by the world's largest managed vendor database, 
your privacy notice populates in real time with details and intentions for use of the data that is being 
collected in that unique session. This means that your notices are always up to date, even if you or 
one of your technology partners changes how they handle and share third-party data.
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get it done fast
Traditionally, matters of compliance can be associated with long, tedious processes. But getting the 
Universal Consent Platform up and running will feel like just a blip on the radar. You can quickly have 
consent notices live on your site with both no-code and low-code implementation options.

With presets to match best practices for specific privacy laws, you don't have to spend time scouring 
the law to be sure that you have your bases covered. Plus, we have templates with exceptional 
privacy UX that you can use to speed up notice creation and apply changes across your website.
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customize notices to match your brand 
and fit your market
Match notices with your brand to build trust and improve consent rates by providing higher-quality 
privacy experiences.

As of 2020, Crownpeak* research shows that consent rates increase an average of 42% when they 
match the style of the web experience. It's easy to customize your banners to match brand colors, 
fonts, and standards with what-you-see-is-what-you-get controls—and if you want to take it further, 
you can use simple CSS code to add even more customization.

The stronger the association between your brand and your respect for privacy, the more your website 
visitors see you as a financial institutiion they can trust.

Plus, templates make it simple to generate all variations of consent notices. Do you serve a diverse 
market that requires you to think about language support? Duplicate your notice and set it to a 
different language—our solution dynamically recognizes a user's preferred language and displays 
the appropriate notice. Do you serve a large geographical area? Modify disclosures to match 
expectations or requirements by state—our geolocation auto-detection will serve up the right 
notice. And of course, we've got all device types covered, so your consent notices are responsive to 
various screen sizes.
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adapt your program to increase consent 
rates over time
No one wants to lose out on customer data. Our report insights make it easy for you to understand 
consent behaviors of your website visitors, so you can adapt your program in response to real data. 
Put what you learn into action with our flexible and granular controls to adjust the format, messaging, 
and design of your consent experience, and continue to see consent rates rise as you demonstrate 
yourself as a leader in data privacy management.

shut down unapproved website tags
If you're like many financial insitutions, you have various marketing technology partnerships that help 
drive conversions on your website. Each technology is powered by tags—code added to your website 
to collect information about your visitors—which are required for the program to do its job.

The problem is, each tag you add to your website may include hidden tags from third parties, and 
before you know it, you have a mess of unauthorized data sharing that could compromise trust.
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Our tag manager lets you audit all the tags attached to your website—the ones you know about and 
the ones you don't—and block the piggyback tags that don't serve your purposes.

Added bonus: managing your tags well can improve website performance and security.

*Source: Crownpeak, a SaaS company offering enterprise CMS cloud-native digital tools for website creation, 
management, and more.

lead the industry in privacy UX
Let's talk about this together. digitalexperience@jackhenry.com

For more information about Jack Henry, visit jackhenry.com.


